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Description 

The  invention  relates  to  a  displacement  type  rot- 
ary  air  induction-and-blower  machine. 

Machines  of  the  type  in  question,  known  as  side  5 
channel  machines,  substantially  comprise  a  vaned 
impeller  accommodated  internally  of  a  casing  that 
consists  in  a  first  and  a  second  half-shell  paired 
together  in  such  a  way  as  to  create  an  annular  chan- 
nel,  that  is,  the  side  channel  from  which  the  machine  10 
takes  its  name,  and  internally  of  which  the  vanes  of 
the  impeller  rotate.  The  two  ends  of  the  annular  chan- 
nel  afford  an  inlet  port  and  an  outlet  port  through  which 
fluid  is  drawn  into  and  expelled  from  the  machine,  re- 
spectively.  In  most  instances,  the  inlet  and  outlet  ports  15 
are  formed  in  the  first  half-shell,  to  which  the  impeller 
drive  motor  is  also  connected,  whilst  the  second  half- 
shell  serves  simply  as  a  cover,  and  as  a  means  of 
encasing  a  part  of  the  annular  channel. 

It  is  common  practice  to  connect  two  such  20 
machines  in  series  so  as  to  form  a  two-stage  unit.  In 
such  a  situation,  the  casing  which  contains  the  impel- 
lers  will  comprise  not  only  two  outer  half-shells,  but 
also  an  intermediate  half-shell  that  separates  the  two 
stages.  25 

Conventionally,  the  two-stage  unit  utilizes  two 
half-shells  of  special  shape,  incorporating  ducts  that 
connect  the  outlet  of  the  first  stage  with  the  inlet  of  the 
second  stage;  besides  creating  certain  leakage  prob- 
lems  connected  with  the  passage  of  the  fluid  through  30 
the  ducts,  such  an  arrangement  brings  the  additional 
drawback  that  to  enable  construction  of  both  single- 
and  two-stage  machines,  a  number  of  different 
moulds  are  required,  signifying  increased  manufac- 
turing  and  stock-related  costs.  35 

A  second  type  of  arrangement  described  and 
illustrated  in  DE-B-2721233  consists  in  cascading  two 
standard  single-stage  units  in  direct  fashion,  rotating 
the  casings  through  a  given  angle  about  the  axes  of 
their  impellers  in  such  a  way  that  the  inlet  of  the  sec-  40 
ond  stage  can  be  offered  to  the  outlet  of  the  first  stage; 
while  simple  enough  in  principle,  such  an  arrange- 
ment  is  beset  nonetheless  by  the  serious  drawback 
that  two  sharp  changes  in  direction  (each  of  90°)  are 
imposed  on  the  fluid,  the  result  of  which  is  a  heavy  45 
loss  of  efficiency  in  the  combined  two-stage  unit. 

Accordingly,  the  object  of  the  present  invention  is 
one  of  overcoming  the  drawbacks  described  above  by 
providing  a  machine  that  can  be  embodied  in  both  sin- 
gle-stage  and  two-stage  versions  utilizing  the  same  50 
casing  components,  subject  to  a  minimum  of  modifi- 
cation  obtainable  through  simple  machining  oper- 
ations,  and  which,  in  the  two-stage  version,  enables 
a  limitation  of  the  length  and  tortuousness  of  the  path 
followed  by  the  fluid  exiting  from  the  first  stage  and  55 
entering  the  second. 

The  stated  object  is  realized,  with  others  besides, 
by  adoption  of  a  machine  as  characterized  in  the 

appended  claims,  which  is  of  the  type  comprising  at 
least  one  impeller  enclosed  by  a  casing  formed  from 
a  first  and  a  second  half-shell  that  combine  to  create 
an  annular  channel  internally  of  which  the  vanes  of  the 
impeller  rotate,  and  an  inlet  port  and  an  outlet  port 
located  in  the  same  first  half-shell  of  the  casing  at  res- 
pective  ends  of  the  channel,  and  is  characterized  in 
that  the  second  half-shell  is  provided  externally  with 
a  raised,  unbroken  rim  which  encompasses  a  half- 
chamber  localized  at  a  position  corresponding  to  that 
of  the  inlet  and  outlet  ports  afforded  by  the  first  half- 
shell;  moreover,  the  two-stage  version  of  the  machine 
is  characterized  in  that  the  intermediate  half-shell 
separating  the  two  impellers  comprises  two  such  sec- 
ond  half-shells  matched  together  with  their  two  rims 
combining  to  create  a  chamber  isolated  from  the  sur- 
rounding  environment  and  connected  with  the  outlet 
of  the  first  stage  and  the  inlet  of  the  second  stage  by 
way  of  respective  openings  formed  in  the  base  of 
each  half-chamber. 

The  invention  will  now  be  described  in  detail,  by 
way  of  example,  with  the  aid  of  the  accompanying 
drawings,  in  which: 

fig  1  is  an  external  front  view  of  the  second  half- 
shell  of  the  machine  casing; 
fig  2  is  a  section  through  the  two-stage  version  of 
the  machine  disclosed,  seen  in  vertical  elevation, 
in  which  the  intermediate  half-shell  is  obtained  by 
connecting  together  two  second  half-shells; 
fig  3  shows  part  of  a  section  through  the  machine 
of  fig  2,  taken  along  Ill-Ill. 
The  single-stage  version  of  the  machine  com- 

prises  a  vaned  impeller  1  housed  within  a  casing  for- 
med  from  a  first  half-shell  2,  and  a  second  half-shell 
3;  the  two  half-shells  combine  to  create  a  channel  of 
annular  shape  internally  of  which  the  vanes  of  the 
impeller  rotate.  The  impeller  is  set  in  rotation  by  the 
shaft  15  of  an  electric  motor,  mounted  to  the  first  half- 
shell  2  either  directly  or  by  way  of  a  flange.  Whilst  the 
single-stage  machine  proper  is  not  illustrated  in  the 
drawings,  its  embodiment  (conventional  at  all  events) 
is  easily  discernible  from  fig  2,  given  that  a  single- 
stage  unit  is  quite  simply  the  part  of  the  two-stage  unit 
lying  to  the  right  of  the  plane  of  symmetry  denoted  A- 
A.  It  will  be  observed  also  that  the  numbers  denoting 
parts  of  the  single-stage  machine  are  those  located  in 
the  right  half  of  fig  2,  and  the  bottom  half  of  fig  3,  with 
respect  to  the  plane  of  symmetry  A-A. 

4  denotes  an  inlet  port,  and  5  an  outlet  port,  both 
of  which  are  formed  in  the  bottom  part  of  the  first  half- 
shell  2. 

6  denotes  a  space-encompassing,  unbroken  rim 
raised  from  the  outward  facing  surface  of  the  second 
half-shell  3,  the  precise  purpose  of  which  is  to  create 
an  outwardly  directed  half-chamber  7.  More  exactly, 
the  rim  is  located  opposite  the  inlet  and  outlet  ports  in 
the  first  half-shell,  with  its  unbroken  outline  positioned 
and  proportioned  such  that  when  projected  through  a 

2 
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direction  parallel  with  the  axis  of  the  impeller  onto  the 
first  half-shell,  it  circumscribes  the  two  ports  entirely 
as  discernible  from  fig  3. 

In  the  single-stage  unit,  the  second  half-shell  3  is 
blank  at  centre  (see  fig  1),  as  also  is  the  base  of  the 
half-chamber  7,  whereas  in  the  two-stage  unit,  shortly 
to  be  described  in  greater  detail,  the  half-shell  3  is  pro- 
vided  with  a  hole  at  centre  to  admit  the  impeller  shaft 
15,  and  with  an  opening  illustrated  in  phantom  line 
and  denoted  9  in  fig  1  ,  the  purpose  of  which  will  even- 
tually  become  clear.  For  reasons  shortly  to  be  exp- 
lained,  the  outermost  frontal  surface  of  the  raised  rim 
6  lies  within  a  plane  lying  perpendicular  to  the  impeller 
axis,  in  relation  to  which  the  second  half-shell  3 
occupies  the  space  entirely  to  one  side. 

Assembly  of  the  two-stage  machine  shown  in  figs 
2  and  3,  which  requires  just  a  few  simple  preliminary 
operations  (shortly  to  be  described),  involves  pairing 
together  two  single-stage  units  by  offering  their  res- 
pective  second  half-shells  3  and  3a  one  to  the  other 
to  create  the  intermediate  half-shell  10.  When  fully 
assembled,  the  casing  of  the  two-stage  machine  con- 
sists  in  two  outer  half-shells,  which  are  in  effect  two 
first  half-shells  2  as  described  above,  and  an  inter- 
mediate  half-shell  1  0  created  by  the  union  of  two  sec- 
ond  half-shells  3. 

In  the  two-stage  version  of  the  machine  (see  figs 
2  and  3),  the  outer  half-shell  denoted  2a  will  be  without 
a  mounting  flange,  given  that  the  motor  is  secured  to 
the  outer  half-shell  2  at  the  opposite  side;  instead,  use 
is  made  of  a  plain  flange  1  3  that  performs  the  function 
of  a  cover  by  blanking  off  the  centre  hole  in  the  half- 
shell  2a. 

Similarly,  the  outlet  port  5  of  the  first  stage  and  the 
inlet  port  5a  of  the  second  stage  are  blanked  off  exter- 
nally  by  respective  screw  caps  11  and  11a,  as  clearly 
visible  in  fig  3. 

Before  assembly,  the  two  second  half-shells  3 
and  3a  are  machined  true  and  cut  out  at  centre,  and 
the  opening  9  is  cut  in  each  half-chamber  7.  This 
done,  the  two  parts  are  fitted  together  in  such  a  way 
as  to  match  together  the  two  rims  6  and  6a,  which  thus 
combine  to  create  a  chamber  denoted  8.  Preliminary 
machining  not  only  ensures  that  the  rims  6  and  6a  of 
the  two  half-shells  3  and  3a  fit  faultlessly  together,  but 
serves  also  to  create  several  other  locating  surfaces 
in  the  same  plane  as  that  of  the  rim  surfaces,  which 
facilitate  matching  of  the  two  parts.  The  chamber  8 
connects  with  the  outlet  from  the  first  stage  by  way  of 
the  hole  9  cut  into  the  base  of  the  one  half-shell  3,  and 
with  the  inlet  to  the  second  stage  via  the  correspond- 
ing  hole  9a  in  the  base  of  the  other  half-shell  3a. 

To  advantage,  the  second  half-shells  3  and  3a  are 
machined  and  cut  out  in  one  and  the  same  operation, 
given  that  the  centre  must  in  any  case  be  removed  in 
order  to  admit  the  shaft  15  which  carries  the  impellers 
1  and  1a  and  sets  them  in  rotation;  the  operation  of 
matching  the  two  half-shells  3  and  3a  to  produce  the 

intermediate  half-shell  1  0  is  made  especially  swift  and 
simple  by  the  machining  pass.  At  all  events,  the  main 
aim  of  the  operation  in  question  is  to  create  a  chamber 
8  isolated  from  the  surrounding  environment;  accord- 

5  ingly,  the  self-same  end  might  be  achieved  simply  by 
matching  together  two  unmachined  half-shells  3  and 
3a  and  inserting  distance  pieces  and  seals  between 
them,  designed  respectively  to  guarantee  a  secure  fit 
between  the  two  parts  and  a  tight  seal  between  the 

10  chamber  8  and  the  surrounding  environment. 
As  fig  3  clearly  indicates,  fluid  is  drawn  into  the 

machine  through  the  inlet  I  by  way  of  the  relative  port 
4,  leaves  the  first  stage  via  the  outlet  U',  passing 
through  the  first  hole  9  and  across  the  chamber  8, 

15  gains  the  second  stage  inlet  I'  by  way  of  the  second 
hole  9a,  and  discharges  finally  from  the  second  stage 
outlet  U  via  the  relative  port  4a;  accordingly,  the  entire 
flow  path  is  free  from  any  sudden  change  in  direction 
that  would  inevitably  cause  loss  of  efficiency. 

20  Construction  of  the  rotary  machine  thus  des- 
cribed  is  rendered  considerably  simple  according  to 
the  invention,  in  the  case  both  of  the  single-stage  unit 
and  of  the  two-stage  unit;  there  is  no  need  to  stock  dif- 
ferent  parts  for  different  versions  of  the  machine, 

25  neither  does  any  requirement  exist  for  different  shell 
moulds  for  different  versions. 

Tests  conducted  on  the  practical  level  have 
shown  the  two-stage  unit  to  be  especially  efficient, 
particularly  when  compared  with  conventional  two- 

30  stage  units  of  the  type  obtained  by  connecting  stan- 
dard  one-stage  units  in  cascade. 

Claims 
35 

1.  A  displacement  type  rotary  induction-blower 
machine  of  the  type  comprising/at  least  one  vaned 
impeller  (1)  enclosed  within  a  casing  formed  from  a 
first  half-shell  (2)  and  a  second  half-shell  (3)  thatcom- 

40  bine  to  create  an  annular  channel  internally  of  which 
the  vanes  of  the  impeller  rotate,  and  an  inlet  port  (4) 
and  an  outlet  port  (5)  incorporated  into  the  first  half- 
shell  of  the  casing  and  located  respectively  at  the 
entry  and  exit  ends  of  the  channel, 

45  characterized 
in  that  the  exterior  of  the  second  half-shell  (3)  exhibits 
a  raised,  encompassing  rim  (6)  that  serves  to  create 
an  outward-facing  half-chamber  (7)  and  is  aligned 
with  the  inlet  and  outlet  ports  of  the  first  half-shell  in 

so  such  a  way  that  its  outline,  when  projected  through  a 
direction  parallel  with  the  axis  of  the  impeller  onto  the 
first  half-shell,  circumscribes  both  ports  completely; 
and  in  that  the  outermost  frontal  surface  of  the  encom- 
passing  rim  occupies  a  given  plane  normal  to  the 

55  impeller  axis,  and  the  entire  bulk  of  the  second  half- 
shell  is  contained  within  the  space  lying  to  one  side  of 
such  a  plane. 

2.  A  machine  as  in  claim  1,  embodied  in  two 

3 
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stages  with  two  respective  impellers,  the  casing  of 
which  comprises  two  outer  half-shells  and  an  inter- 
mediate  half-shell  (10),  wherein  the  intermediate  half- 
shell  consists  in  two  second  half-shells  offered 
symmetrically  one  to  the  other  in  such  a  way  that  their 
matched  rims  (6,  6a)  combine  to  create  a  chamber  (8) 
that  is  isolated  from  the  external  environment  and 
connects  with  the  outlet  of  the  channel  occupied  by 
the  first  impeller  (1)  and  with  the  inlet  of  the  channel 
occupied  by  the  second  impeller  (1a)  by  way  of  open- 
ings  (9,  9a)  created  in  the  bases  of  the  respective  half- 
chambers  (7)  encompassed  by  the  rims,  whereas  the 
outlet  port  (5)  of  the  channel  occupied  by  the  first 
impeller  and  the  inlet  port  (5a)  of  the  channel  occupied 
by  the  second  impeller  are  blanked  off  by  respective 
caps  (11,  11a). 

3.  A  machine  as  in  claim  2,  wherein  the  external 
face  of  each  second  half-shell  (3,  3a)  combining  to 
form  the  intermediate  half-shell  (10)  is  machined  in 
such  a  way  as  to  afford  a  plurality  of  locating  surfaces 
disposed  within  a  common  plane  through  which  the 
matched  half-shells  are  united,  and  wherein  the  out- 
ermost  frontal  surfaces  of  the  rims  (6,  6a)  are  dis- 
posed  within  the  plane  occupied  by  the  machined 
locating  surfaces. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Volumetrische  und  rotierende  Saug-  und 
Geblasemaschine  vom  typ  mit  mindestens  einem  mit 
Schaufeln  versehenem  Laufer  in  einem  Gehause, 
das  aus  einer  ersten  und  zweiten  Halbschale,  resp. 
(2)  und  (3),  besteht,  die  einen  rinformigen  Kanal  bil- 
det,  worin  die  Lauferschaufeln  rotieren  und  an  dessen 
Anfang  und  Ende  eine  Ein-  und  Ausgangsoffnung, 
resp.  (4)  und  (5),  entstehen,  die  beideauf  einer  ersten 
Halbschale  des  Gehauses  angebracht  sind, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet, 
dass  die  zweite  Halbschale  auf  ihrer  Aussenseite  eine 
geschlossene  Kante  (6)  aufweist,  die  in  ihrem  Inneren 
eine  nach  aussen  hin  geoffntete  Halbkammer  (7)  bil- 
det;  diese  Kante  in  Hohe  der  Ein-  und  Ausgangoff- 
nung  auf  der  ersten  Halbschale  liegt,  sodass  ihre  zur 
Lauferaches  parallele  Projektion  auf  die  erste  Halb- 
schale  ganzlich  diese  beiden  offnungen  umfasst; 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dass  die  obere  Aussenfla- 
che  der  obengenannten,  geschlossenen  Kante  in 
einer  zur  Lauferachse  rechtwinkligen  Flache  einge- 
schlossen  ist;  die  zweite  Halbschale  von  derselbe, 
Flache  gebildet  ist,  da  alles  in  ein  und  demselben 
Halbraum  untergebracht  ist. 

2.  Maschine  nach  Anspruch  1  ,  zweistufig  mit  zwei 
Laufern,  dessen  Gehause  zwei  Assenhalbschalen 
une  eine  Zwischenhalbschale  (10)  umfasst,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  dass  die  Zwischenhalbschale  zwei 
der  obenerwahnten  zweiten  Halbschalen  ein- 
schliesst,  die  gegenseitig  speigelbildlich  miteinander 

verbunden  und  gegenuberliegend  sind,  sodass  die 
geschlossenen  Kanten  (6,  6a)  jederwiederum  gegen- 
uberliegenden  Halbschale  eine  nach  aussen  hin 
geschlossenen  Kammer(8)  bilden;  diese  Kammermit 

5  der  Kanal-Ausgangszone  des  ersten  Laufers  (1)  und 
mit  der  Kanal-Eingangszone  des  zweiten  Laufers  (1  a) 
durch  offnungen  (9)  und  (9a)  in  Verbindung  steht,  die 
sich  auf  der  Bodenwand  deder  Halbkammer  (7)  befin- 
den,  die  von  der  entsprechenden  geschlossenen 

10  Kante  gebildet  ist;  ausserdem  zwei  Verschlusse  (11) 
und  (11a)  vorgesehen  sind,  die  jeweils  die  Aus- 
gangsoffnung  (5)  des  ersten  Laufers  und  die  Eingang- 
wsoffnung  (5a)  des  zweiten  Laufers  schliessen. 

3.  Maschine  nach  Anspruch  2,  dadurch  gekenn- 
15  zeichnet,  dass  der  Aussenteil  der  zweiten  Halbscha- 

len  (3,  3a)  die  die  obenerwahnte  Zwischenhalbschale 
(10)  bilden,  geebnet  ist,  sodass  erzahlreiche  schlag- 
freie  Kantaktpunte  zwischen  den  zwei  gegenuberlie- 
gende  Halbschalen  erlaubt;  die  obere  Aussenflache 

20  der  geschlossenen  Kanten  (6,  6a)  jeder  Halbschale 
innerhalb  der  Flache  liget,  die  von  obenerwahnten 
Ebenen  gebildet  ist. 

25  Revendications 

1.  Machine  aspirante-soufflante  rotative  volume- 
trique,  du  type  qui  comprend  au  moins  une  couronne 
mobile  (1),  munie  de  pales,  renfermee  a  I'interieur 

30  d'une  carcasse  formee  d'une  premiere  demi-coque  et 
d'une  deuxieme,  respectivement  (2)  et  (3),  qui  delimi- 
tent  un  canal  annulaire,  a  I'interieur  duquel  tournent 
les  pales  de  la  couronne  mobile,  au  debut  et  a  la  fin 
duquel  sont  amenagees  respectivement  un  bouche 

35  d'entree  (4)  et  une  bouche  de  sortie  (5),  disposees 
toutes  les  deux  sur  la  meme  demi-coque  de  la  car- 
casse, 
caracterisee  par  le  fait  que 
la  deuxieme  demi-coque  est  munie,  dans  la  partie 

40  exterieure,  d'un  rebord  ferme  (6)  qui  delimite,  a  I'inte- 
rieur  meme  de  ce  rebord,  une  demi-chambre  ouverte 
(7)  vers  I'exterieur;  ce  rebord  est  place  en  correspon- 
dance  des  bouches  d'entree  et  de  sortie  amenagees 
sur  la  premiere  demi-coque  de  telle  sorte  que  sa  pro- 

45  jection,  selon  une  direction  parallele  a  I'axe  de  la  cou- 
ronne  mobile,  sur  la  premiere  demi-coque,  renferme 
completement  ces  deux  bouches;  la  machine  est 
aussi  caracterisee  par  le  fait  que  la  surface  superieure 
externe  du  dit  rebord  ferme  est  contenue  dans  un 

so  plan,  perpend  iculaire  a  I'axe  de  la  couronne  mobile, 
la  deuxieme  demi-  coque  etant  disposee  entierement 
dans  le  meme  demi-espace  delimite  par  le  plan 
meme. 

2.  Machine  selon  la  revendication  1,  du  type  bis- 
55  tade,  a  deux  couronnes  mobiles,  dont  la  carcasse 

comprend  deux  demi-coques  exterieures  et  une  de- 
mi-coque  intermediaire  (10),  caracterisee  par  le  fait 
que:  la  demi-coque  intermediaire  comprend  deux  des 
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dites  deuxiemes  demi-coques,  reciproquement  join- 
tes  speculairement  I'une  en  face  de  I'autre  de  telle 
sorte  que  les  rebords  fermes  de  chaque  demi-coque 
(6,  6a),  places  a  leur  tour  en  face  I'un  de  I'autre,  deli- 
mitent  une  chambre  (8)  fermee  vers  I'exterieur;  cette  5 
chambre  etant  placee  en  contact  avec  la  zone  de  sor- 
tie  du  canal  de  la  premiere  couronne  mobile  (1)  et 
avec  la  zone  d'entree  du  canal  de  la  deuxieme  cou- 
ronne  mobile  au  moyen  des  trous  (9)  et  (9a)  amena- 
ges  sur  la  paroi  de  fond  de  chaque  demi-chambre  (7)  10 
delimitee  par  le  relatif  rebord  ferme;  on  a  en  outre 
prevu  deux  bouchons  (11)  et  (11a)  qui  ferment  respec- 
tivement  la  bouche  de  sortie  (5)  de  la  premiere  cou- 
ronne  mobile  et  la  bouche  d'entree  (5a)  de  la 
deuxieme  couronne  mobile.  15 

3.  Machine  selon  la  revendication  3,  caracterisee 
par  le  fait  que  la  partie  exterieure  des  deuxiemes  de- 
mi-coques  (3,  3a)  qui  constituent  la  dite  demi-coque 
intermediaire  (10)  est  aplatie  de  facon  a  former  de 
nombreux  points  de  contact  sur  le  meme  plan  entre  20 
les  deux  demi-coques  placees  face  a  face  (6,  6a), 
etant  prevu  que  la  surface  superieure  externe  des 
rebords  fermes  de  chaque  demi-coque  soit  contenue 
dans  le  plan  delimite  par  les  dits  aplatissages. 
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